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Abstract 
Tight perturbation bounds are given for the shifts in the eigenvalues and eigenvectors ofa matrix. The case of simple as 
well as multiple eigenvalues i  treated with the results tested numerically. 
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1. Introduction 
Perturbation theory for matrices attracted great interest due to its applicability in many fields. 
The theory itself is quite understood [2, 8, 14] and yet there is room for trying to furnish rigorous 
bounds as a method for crudely approximating the error in the computed eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors. If A has the eigenpair (2, x), where 2 stands for the eigenvalue and x for the 
eigenvector, then it is of interest o obtain bounds for the shifts I ~, - 21 and I~ - x J, where (~,, ~) is 
the eigenpair of A + 6A, in terms of the perturbation 6A. Apart from applications in engineering 
like sensitivity analysis of 2 and x to changes in the matrix elements, such bounds are useful in 
numerical analysis if 6A = eAt with e corresponding to the machine eps. 
Classical perturbation theory suggests that j,, ~) be expanded in a power series of e, namely 
2(~) = 2 + ~2 ~1) + ~22~2) + ... 
.~(e) ~--- X -q- /3X(1) + e2X(2) 7!- "'" (1) 
for 2 simple (Puiseux series appear if 2 is multiple I-8]). And by equating equal powers of e in the 
operator equation 
(A + eA1)Yc(e) = 2(~)~(e) (2) 
one can obtain recursively 2~1), x~x), 2 ~z), etc. [6, 10, 11]. It is to be noted that, practically speaking, 
).(e) and Y(e) are hardly required; or else, with the advent of fast computers one can perform several 
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runs for different values of e and determine a rough estimate of them. Although such trends 
frequently used by many workers can be very misleading as Kulisch and Miranker reported [9], it 
still gives an idea about the amount of ill-conditioning in the eigensystem. 
On the contrary, perturbation theory is mainly used to calculate 2 (1) and x(1 ). This has 
applications in: 
(1) sensitivity analysis, like when it is needed to calculate O2i/Oakj [4, 12, 15]; 
(2) numerical analysis, 2 ta) is an indication of the matrix conditioning [13, 16]. 
Perturbation theory is also not void of disadvantages. Of the latter, we mention: 
(1) The expansion (1) must first be proved to exist; for sometimes Puiseux expansions occur, in 
which case, 12 - 21 ~ O(el/"), where m is the multiplicity of 2. 
(2) Expansion (1) must be shown to be convergent for sufficiently small l e I, otherwise 2") cannot 
be taken as roughly representing the shift in 2. Convergence criteria are usually difficult to find, let 
alone applied (Gerschgorin's disk theorem, etc.). Therefore, unless e is very small (e.g. 
e ~ eps(machine)), 2 ") cannot bound the shift in 2. 
(3) The case e is only known in an interval, i.e. only a lower and upper bound for 6A are at hand. 
In this work, we shall try to provide strict bounds for [~-i - 211 and 12i - x~l which are valid for 
6A big. The only restriction is that the separation between the eigenvalues i  expected not to exceed 
their shifts. 
Among the first attempts, however, to obtain global bounds for eigenvalue shifts is the 
Bauer-Fike one [1]. They showed that the eigenvalues of A + hA lie in the union of the disks 
Mi = {z: Iz -2~l  ~< l iT-al l  IITII l l6all), i=  1, .. . ,n, (3) 
where I[ll is some norm and T is the modal matrix containing the eigenvectors of A and which 
brings it to a diagonal form under a similarity transformation; amely T - aAT  = A. The bound in 
(3) follows easily upon noticing that since 
) J  - -  A - -  3A  = (~.I - A ) [ I  - -  (~.I - -  A ) -16A]  (4) 
is singular, then ]1 ().I - A)- a 3A l[ > 1. And by writing (~.I - A)- a = T() . I  - A ) -  1T  - 1, one has 
that 
1 ~< 11T(2I - A ) - IT -a6A l l  <~ II T l[ (1/mini2 - 21)liT -1 [I 116A II (5) 
from which (3) follows. However, unless A is normal (11Z I[ = 1 under II" IIz), (3) is known to yield 
pessimistic results (see example in Section 5). 
2. New bound 
From (4), having that 2I  - A - 6A is singular, whereas det ().I - A) ¢ 0, 
0 = det(I - (~.I - A)- 16A) = det(I - T ().I - A ) -a  T - a6A) 
= det(I - (2 I -  A ) -aT  -16A T )  (6) 
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implying for some vector z 4= 0, that 
Izl ~< I(~.I - Z)-  l i l T  - 111~al I T I lzl (7) 
where I'1 denote absolute values taken componentwise. Thus 
II z II ~< (1/min I~. - 21) 111T- 1116AIIT III II z I1 (8) 
or that 
min I~. - 21 ~< II IZ-Xl IOal IZlll (9) 
valid for any hA. In floating-point computation [6AI <~ eps[AI and (9) reduces to the practical 
bound 
1,~ - 21 ~< eps l[ I T - l [  [A[ [Till. (10) 
Apart from being tighter than the Bauer-Fike bound especially for nonnormal matrices, the bound 
in (10) is scale-invariant under the transformation A = DBD-1  where D is diagonal. Thus (3) is 
loose for a matrix similar to a symmetric matrix under the foregoing transformation or for a matrix 
A similar to a matrix B having a well-conditioned eigenproblem. 
3. Bounds for A defective 
The inequality in (7) is valid, except hat we shall take for A the Jordan form of A called J, and 
T will contain the generalized eigenvectors. Let A have an eigenvalue 2 with multiplicity m and 
index r (by index we mean the size of the largest Jordan block associated with 2). Then under the E~ 
or f l -norm 
r 
I1(~.I - j ) - i  II = 5". 1/IS - 21 i ~< rmax(I/ I).  - AI, 1/I,~ - ,~lr). (11) 
i=1  
It follows from (7) that 
min I~. - AI ~< max(r0, rl/~01/'), (12) 
where 0 is the right-hand side of (9) and r 1/~ < 1.45; resembling a previous result [3]. Therefore, 
a multiple nonsemisimple eigenvalue 2 will exhibit generally, under a perturbation 6A of order e, 
shifts proportional to el/~; i.e. they are sensitive to changes in the matrix elements; being a known 
phenomenon both in numerical analysis and applied mathematics. For it is shown in [8], that if 
A is nonderogatory and has an eigenvalue 2 of multiplicity m, then 2(e) of A + cA1 can be expanded 
into a Puiseux series of el/"; namely 
,~(e)-- 2 + ~/-e2 (1) + ~/-fi2 (2) + ... (13) 
in which 2 (1) is obtained in [5] in the simple form 
2(1) = ~/ (y l ,  6Ax l ) ,  (14) 
where x 1 and yl are the only solutions to (A - 2 I )x  = 0 and (A T - 2 I )y  = 0, respectively. The case 
where 2 has index r is similar to (14) except that it is given in terms of the rth root [6]. 
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4. Local bounds 
Both the Bauer-Fike result and the bound in (9) are valid for the whole spectrum. Thus a group 
of ill-conditioned eigenvalues affect the bound for the well-conditioned ones: being a serious 
drawback. This led Wilkinson to introduce his famous 1/& factors measuring the sensitivity of the 
ith eigenvalue alone, being equal to 1/lyi'x~] when both x i and y~ are normalized. This follows from 
62i "~ yi* 6A xi /  yi*xi (15) 
representing approximately the shift in a distinct eigenvalue 2~ [6]. On the other hand if x ~ and yi 
are such that II x ~ 112 = 1 and yi'xi = 1, then II y~ 112 becomes a measure of the sensitivity of 2 [13]. If 
6A is big however, (15) cannot be taken as bounding the shift in 2i. For this we provide the 
following result. 
Theorem 4.1. I f  2i is a simple eigenvalue of a nondefective matrix A with corresponding eigenvector x', 
the eigenvalue and eigenvector of A + 6A are given by 21 + 62~ and x i + 6x ~, where 
and 
]6Ail ~ ly'T116hi ~ IxJl (16) 
j= l  
lax'l ~ Z I~jl IxJl 
j#i  
where yi. is the eigenrow of A corresponding to 2i and 
I~1 = (1~11, ...,1~,1) T <<. (I - D, IT-1116Al IT I)-lO, I Z- l116hi  Ix'l 
where 
( 1 1 ) 
Di = diag 121 - 2i1 - I&~l . . . .  ,ol,  ""'1~.. - ~1 -16)~1 
provided that 6A is such that 
16A~l + IIIT-1116AIITI[I ~< min 12j -  2il. 
j~i 
Proof. From the eigenvalue problem 
(A + 6A)(x ~ + 6x ~) = (2i + 62i)(x i + 6x~), 
we get 
Let 
A6x i -- 216x i = -6Ax  i -- JA 6x i + 32i x i + 62i 6x i. 
6x i= Z O~J xj 
j#i  
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
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then (22), for a particular k ~: i, and upon premultiplication by yk,, reads 
( '~k - -  '~ i )~k  : __yk* 6Ax i _ ~ otjyk* 6Ax j + 62i O~ k (24) 
j# i  
or that 
I~kl <<- lykTII6AIIx'I + EJ~'IYlI6AIIx~II~jl, k # i (25) 
12k -- 2,1 --162,1 
also written as 
(I -- D, IT - 1116hi IT I)I~1 ~< O,I T - 1116Al Ix'l, (26) 
where Di is given in (19). Thus 
16x'l ~< IT I1~1 ~< IT I(I - D,I T - 1116AI T I)- 1D,I T - 1116hi Ix'l (27) 
if the spectral radius of the matrix Dil T - 1116A I I T I is less than one, or the more easily if 
min (12j - 2,1 - 162,1) i> Ill T -  1116hi IT III (28) 
jv~i 
as in (20). Note that (28) being satisfied implies from (9) that 
min 12j - 2,1 >i 132,1 + max 162jl (29) 
j~ i  j 
or that the separation is larger than the sum of the perturbations; i.e. if the disks containing the 
perturbed eigenvalues are isolated. 
As for the shift in the eigenvalue, we have from (7) that 
n 
I ,~- , l ,  llz, I ~< Y~ lY'TII6hllxJllzjl, i=  1 . . . .  ,n (30) 
j= l  
for any perturbed eigenvalue ;~. Let I z~l be the maximum among Iz, I, then 
[].--2kllZk[ <<.( ~ ,yk~ll6allxJl)lz~l, (31) 
j= l  
i.e. that the union of the disks 
Q,=tw:lw-,~.i l<<.~.lYi+l[6Al[xJ[l ,  i=1  . . . . .  n (32) 
I. ) j 
contains all characteristic roots of A + 6A. So if the disks are isolated (32) bounds the shift 62i. 
[] 
5. Accuracy of computation 
A 
The bounds in (32) and (27) can be used to check the accuracy of a computed eigenvalue 2iand its 
associated eigenvector ~'. By setting 16AI ~< eps I AI (floating-point scheme), we obtain that 
I ] . i -  A/I ~< epslyiTllAI ~, IxJl (33) 
J 
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and 
f~ ' -  x'l ~< eps lT l ( I -  epsD~lT - ' l  IA I IT I ) - ID,  IT - ' I IA I Ix i l .  (34) 
Example. Consider 
A: E 
T-1  =E 
1 
2 10 9 --  2 x 10 9 / 
-- 10 -9 5 -3 ~ , 
2x lO -9 - -3  2 
"-1 
3 2 1 / 
2x10  -9  2×10 -9  2x10 -9~,  
10 -9  2 x 10 -9  - 10 -9  
1 
0.75 - 0.5 x 10 9 - 0.25 x 10 9 / 
- 0.5 0.5 x 10 9 0.5 x 10 9 ~,  
- 0.25 0.5 X 10 9 --  0.25 x 10 9 
2=2,1 ,6 ,  
I T - ' I IA I IT I  = E J 
19 2O 14 
20 21 15 . 
14 15 11 
Thus 
121 - 211 ~ 53 eps, 1~2 - 22[ ~ 56eps, 1,~3 - 231 ~ 40 eps 
or that the computed eigenvalues are expected to lose two significant digits at most. Such matrix 
has a well-conditioned eigenproblem; and yet we obtain very pessimistic results with either the 
Bauer-Fike bound: I~. - A[ ~< eps II T -1 II [IZll II T II ~ eps l0  is or the si factors of Wilkinson: 
1/Si ~ 10 9. Obviously, the expression for 62~ in (15) - -  once its absolute value taken - -  corresponds 
to the element (i, i) in the matrix IT - 111AIIT I of (9). But numerical analysts [13, 16] tend to use 
162,1 ~ eps IIY' l[ II A II II x i II/ly'*xil 
as an indication of accuracy. Such expression can lead to erroneous results in pathological cases 
like it was shown above. Moreover, the above expression for 62i as given from (15) is only valid for 
small perturbations, whereas (16) is valid for large 6A. 
For the shifts in the eigenvectors, we use (34), and for I~ 1 - xll say, 
D1 = diag (0, 1/1 - 53 eps, 1/4 - 53 eps), 
x I = (1 0.6666667 × 10 -9 0.3333333 × 10-9) T 
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and 
]~1 _x  11 ~< eps(12 18x10 -9 12x 10-9) T. 
We checked these bounds using the EGNRF subroutine of the IMSL library which confirmed the 
above results and which gave answers correct to six significant digits when executed on an 
eight-digit machine. 
We note that (34) can also be written in the form 
Ix' - x'l <, eps(I - epslT IO~l T -  111AI)- 11T IO, I T-111AI Ixll (35) 
and in norm bound form 
IIx~ll 
eps lilT IDil T -  111al II 
1 - eps lilT IDil T-  111al II (36) 
eps III T I I T -~ I  Ia l  II 
<<" (minj , , i l2 j  -- 2i1 -- (1- -eps! l  !T I_[T -~ [ [AI II']" (37) 
l~2il)\ minj~il2j - 2il -1~21l ,/ 
But since 16A~l~eps l l l T l IT -~ l lh l l l  a result obtained like (10) from (6) namely 
det ( / -  T(~,I - A ) -XT-  ~ 6A) = 0, one finally gets that 
II ~i _ x i II 
Ilxill 
eps lilT I I T - I I  IAI II 
~< minj ,, i l,~j - -  "~il - -  2 eps 111T 11T - 11 IAI II (38) 
¢ 
- sep l -  2~b' (39) 
where @ bounds the shifts in the eigenvalues and sepi is the ith eigenvalue separation from the 
nearest eigenvalue. So if the eigenvalues are well separated the eigenpair (21, ~i) has comparable 
accuracy. A matrix has therefore an ill-conditioned eigenproblem if 
sep < 2~k (40) 
A 
or that the disks containing 2i, i = 1, ..., n intersect due to poor separation. 
The case where A has multiple eigenvalues i not much different if A is nondefective or 2 itself 
semisimple. If 2 is of multiplicity m together with eigenvectors x 1, ..., x m, then 
m 
u i=  ~, ci jx j, i= l , . . . ,m (41) 
j= l  
is also an eigenvector. Whereas 
(~ui = ~, O~ijX j (42)  
j~ l , . . . ,m 
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is the shift in the eigenvector u i. Eqs. (33) and (34) become 
1621=12-21~<eps  max lY~llZl ~ IxJl 
i=1 ,  . . . ,m j= l  
and 
(43) 
1~ - u~l ~< eps lT  I(1 - eps D[ T -  11 [AIIT 1)- 1OI T -  a l Ial ~ Ic,jl IxJl, (44) 
1=1 
where I c,jl ~ 1 upon normalizing u ~ (assuming A real symmetric without loss of generality) and 
where 
(0, ... ,0, 1 ..., 1 ) .  (45) D diag 
12,,+1 -- 21 --16,~1' I,~. - ;~1 -1~21 
The bound in (44) is valid for all i = 1, ..., m. Generally speaking it depends on c~ 1 existing with the 
last term of (44), and is obtained from solving the eigenvalue problem [6] 
m 
k* 0=-  ~ cijy fAx i yk*fA ~, ~ijx j +32clk, k= l , . . . ,m. (46) 
j= l  j :~  1 . . . . .  m 
For first-order perturbations, the second term is missing, and (621 - T -  a 6AT)c = 0 yields both 
62 and c where T and T -  x are n x m and m x n matrices of x j and y J, j = 1, . . . ,m. But since the 
second term exists for large perturbations, (46) cannot be used to obtain c~ i. However, as we said, 
IczjI ~< 1 from II u z lie = II x z I1~ = 1 and (x i, x j} = 0 for real symmetric A. If A is not real symmetric, 
then from c*T*Tc = 1, Ic~jI ~< 1/~r.(T) where tr,(T) is the smallest singular value of T. 
6. Bounds for matr ix polynomials 
For the eigenvalue problem 
L(2)x = (A,2" + A._x2 "-1 + ... + Ao)x = 0, (47) 
we give a bound for the shift in the eigenvalue 2 under perturbation 6Ai, i = O, ..., n. This problem 
was studied in [7] for small order perturbations 6Ai = e,4~ in which the eigenvalue ,~(e) of 
L(~,)Y = [(A. + ~A,)~," + (A.-x + eA.-,)~. "-x + ... + Ao + eAo]x = 0 (48) 
is obtained approximately as 
~ 2 + ~2 (1) (49) 
for 2 simple or 
,~ ~ 2 + ~1/m2") (50) 
for 2 multiple, and where 2 (1) is exactly calculated in both cases. In this section, we provide a global 
bound similar to the one in Section 2. 
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Eq. (47) can be transformed into the generalized eigenvalue problem 
E IE 1 E IE j 
0 I x I x 
0 I x 1 I x 1 
• o ~ 2 ° . , 
• o ° . 
- Ao  - A1 ... - A . - I  x " -~ A,,  x " -1  
(51) 
i.e. briefly 
Au = 2Bu (52) 
and we study the effect of 6A and 6B upon 2. We shall only consider the case where det(A,) :/: 0 
(L(2) monic). Since 
det(,~[B + 6B] - [A + 6A]) = 0 
then 
det( I  + (~I - A) - : l (26B - 6A)) = O. 
And with the spectral decomposit ion [6-1 of (~,B -- A)- 1 in the form 
(~B --  A ) - I  = Cf(~.I - J ) -  1Df 
(53) 
(54) 
(55) 
in which Cf and Df are eigenvectors and eigenrows of (2B -- A) and where (~,I - J ) -  1 possesses 
linear divisors only for simplicity (the case in which J has a Jordan block can be treated like in 
Section 3), it follows that 
det( I  + Cf(2I - J ) -1D I (26B - 6A)) = det(I + (2I - J ) -XDf (26B - 6A)Cf)  = 0. (56) 
And following a similar approach like in Section 2, we get 
I~ - 21 ~ II IDflI~6B - 6hi ICflll. (57) 
Further, by writing 
,~ 6B - 6,4 = (,~ - 2)6B - 6A + 2 6B (58) 
it follows that 
I ,~-  21 ~< I I IOf l lA6B- 6AllCfl l l  (59)  
1-  I I IOsl l6nl l f : l l l  
or finally in machine bound 
12-  21 ~< eps II IOfl(1211nl + 1,41)ICsl II (60) 
1 - eps  II IOfl In l  Iffl II 
It is preferable sometimes to obtain bounds in terms of the physical perturbations rather than 
transforming L(2)x = 0 into a generalized eigenvalue problem. A classical example is the famous 
second-order mechanical system 
(M2 2 + R2 + K)x  = 0, (61) 
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which can be dealt with by first calculating the n x 2n and 2n × n matrices C I and D I such that 
(M/.t 2 + R/a + K) -1 = Cs(laI - A)- IDy (62) 
if det(M) :~ 0. Then from (56) and based upon a property of determinants [6, p. 20] 
det (I + Cy(2I - A)- 1D I (6M ~2 _~_ 6R 2 + 6K)) 
= det ( I  + ().I - A ) - ID f (OM~.  2 + ORS + OK)Cf) = 0 (63) 
and by expanding the function OM ~2 + OR 2 + OK around 2 by Taylor's series, it follows upon 
setting 
~' = II ID:116M2 z + 6R2 + 6Kl IC:l II, 
4~ = II lOll 120M2 + OR[ ICy[ [I, (64) 
0 = IIIDslIOMIIC$111, 
that 
(1  - 
It is interesting to note that when 0 ~ 0, the bound in (59) is recovered. 
(65) 
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